CONFIDENTIALITY AGREEMENT
The reader listed acknowledges upon reading this document that
the information regarding the documentary film project ”FORGED
TOGETHER” produced by Eagle Bear Productions ("Company") in this
executive summary is confidential; therefore, the reader agrees not to disclose
it without the express written permission of Company.
It is acknowledged by the reader that information to be furnished in
this business plan is in all respects confidential in nature, other than
information which is in the public domain through other means and that any
disclosure or use of same by the reader may cause serious harm or damage to
Company. Upon request, this document is to be immediately returned to
Company.
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Our show is a cable prime-time hour-long reality-show
called Forged Together which un-married couples compete
against each other in one of the most beautiful and spiritual
places on earth Sedona, Arizona. Despite the powerful
metaphysical forces of Sedona couple will have various
physical and mental challenges as they seek to win the
ultimate prize to have their dream wedding in beautiful
Costa Rica
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FORGED TOGETHER An Overview
About
An reality show aimed at showcasing the power of Love, spirituality
and bonding which transform lives for the better



Style
Challenges/Reality Show | Infotainment/Documentary style
Theme
The theme is The Real World meets Survivor where couples survive various
rounds of activities, challenges and bonding to win the ultimate prize
Duration
Each episode – 48 minutes
Each task – Couple elimination every 2 episodes
Number of Episodes
13 episodes - 13 weeks
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
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FORGED TOGETHER Introduction
In today's entertainment market, reality television programs have become
increasingly more important. After the success of top reality shows (see chart pg.
10) in the last decade, Hollywood has had to reevaluate their own marketability
and television integrity, as well as total cost to return. With shows like
"Fear Factor" and "Survivor " grossing over $50 million in adverting revenue, it is
apparent the public is also noticing these reality shows. Audiences are searching
for new reality programs that are driven by adventure, high entertainment value
and excitement. Eagle Bear Productions is producing this high-quality realitytelevision broadcast series entitled “Forged Together” to meet to requirement of
a broad-based consumer audience.
The managing partners have already formed a limited liability company, Forged
Together, LLC which will own complete rights to the title “Forged Together” the
series. Forged Together LLC, is currently seeking funding in the range of $100 $150 thousand USD from equity investor(s), who will serve as non-managing
members of the LLC. The funding will support production of the series pilot and
packaging cost from. This reality series has excellent commercial appeal and high
potential for significant return on investment (ROI).
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FORGED TOGETHER
The management team of Eagle Bear Productions has already invested a substantial
share of the actual cost for creative development as well as the cost for production of a
sizzle reel about the series. The team has also created an initial project package of its
series presentation for distributors, film commissioners and other interested partners.
The initial public relations, advertising, promotion, and marketing has been
developed, produced, and/or sourced by Eagle Bear Films.

Reality television is a genre of TV programming that usually presents unscripted
humorous or melodramatic situations and features ordinary people sometimes in a
contest where a kind of a prize is awarded. Such programs are called reality shows
and are produced in the form of television series. Reality television portrays an
influenced and modified form of daily life. Its participants may be placed in
abnormal situations or exotic locations . Sometimes people are persuaded to act
in scripted ways creating an illusion of reality.
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FORGED TOGETHER
Reality TV shows aren't cheap to produce. E! Online reports that a 30-minute
reality show costs approximately $100,000-$500,000 per episode. This is in
comparison to many scripted shows, for which the budgets can rival major
movie releases.
This is one of the main reasons networks prefer reality TV - the cost of non- (or
aging) celebrities far undercuts that of established or current ones. Sarah
Palin's proposed reality show will reportedly explore "her" Alaska, from the
former Governor's own perspective. Her asking price per-episode is $1 million
- that's as much as James Gandolfini was earning per episode near the end of
“The Sopranos” run. We see reality genre as the right approach for success
with a series on “Love and Marriage.”
Reality TV shows have practically dominated network and cable TV in recent
years, but do these channels really benefit by airing wedding-hungry brides
and toddlers in talent shows? The payoff is in the high revenue return and
simple production value.
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FORGED TOGETHER

Show Revenues

Fox 's American Idol tops our list, followed by the CBS perennial Survivor, with
Donald Trump Donald Trump 's hit The Apprentice in third place and The Bachelor
and The Bachelorette, both on The Walt Disney Co. 's ABC, taking the fourth and fifth
spots respectively. Source: Nielsen

Show

Network Avg. Cost/30 Second Spot Network Profit

American Idol

FOX

$414,700

$260.7 million

Survivor: Pearl Island

CBS

$327,000

$73.1 million

The Apprentice

NBC

$287,300

$53.945 million

The Bachelor: Jessie Palmer ABC

$231,500

$38.2 million

The Bachelorette

$178,000

$27.7 million

ABC

!
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FORGED TOGETHER

Top Reality Shows
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FORGED TOGETHER

Ethnic Groups

Most-watched English-language broadcast and major cable-network series,
in millions of viewers, excluding sports, awards shows and movies, from Jan.
1 to June 16, 2017. Includes delayed viewing. Source: Nielsen

Top Series among racial/ethnic groups
Whites

NCIS (CBS) 14.2
This Is Us (NBC) 13.6
The Big Bang Theory (CBS) 13.5
America's Got Talent (NBC) 12.9
The Walking Dead (AMC) 12.1

African-Americans

Empire (Fox) 5.8
Star (Fox) 3.2
Love & Hip Hop Atlanta (VH1) 3.1
The Have and Have-Nots (OWN) 3.0
How to Get Away With Murder (ABC) 2.6

Hispanics

The Walking Dead (AMC) 1.9
America's Got Talent (NBC) 1.2
World of Dance (NBC) 1.2
This Is Us (NBC) 1.0
Empire (Fox) 0.97

Asian-Americans

America's Got Talent (NBC) 0.86
World of Dance (NBC) 0.75
The Walking Dead (AMC) 0.61
This Is Us (NBC) 0.48
The Big Bang Theory (CBS) 0.47
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FORGED TOGETHER

Conclusion

Eagle Bear Productions understands that this is an opportunity of vast potential.
We are positioned to take full advantage of the industry's on-going growth. The
combined experience of the management team for Eagle Bear Productions equals
years of providing quality entertainment and educational programming. This
experience has taught us how to produce programming with an extremely high
rate of efficiency and success.
In addition, Eagle Bear Productions is developing key working relationships with
some of the largest distributors for the television markets. These relationships offer
us information about market needs and trends that is factored into all our
decisions regarding the development of new programming. Before we produce a
program, we have a good indicator of how well it will be received. And we know
the programs will be handled by organizations that will provide the most
comprehensive distribution, marketing and promotion expertise in the industry.
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GENERAL PARTNERS
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WALTER KOEHLER

Producer

Walter “Soaring Eagle” Koehler has a vision for creating unique
television programming which is a logical culmination of his
life’s work as a visionary for provocative and uplifting
entertainment. Beginning in 1987, Chief Little Summer of the
Shawnee’s Hawk clan claimed Soaring Eagle as his protégé for
two years with the express understanding that he would take
those teachings to the world. Before the chief transitioned,
Walter had, over the following years, brought those sacred
teachings to over 10,000 people.



Souring Eagle’s background ranges from knowledge of sacred
Native American teachings to advanced healing modalities and
hands on experience, in depth first hand knowledge and
comprehension of Sedona’s world renowned vortex energies,
public speaking, and media experience. After living for nine
years in Sedona, Soaring Eagle took to the road for the next
ten years with all that he had learned. He travelled and taught
through speaking engagements, which led to a radio show.
From 1999 to 2001, as a result of many requests to speak, he
produced and hosted the popular radio show in Detroit on
WPON titled “Spirit’s Talking,” which was very successful and
led to more public speaking engagements.
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JUAN RODRIGUEZ

Producer

Juan Rodriguez is a Chicago native who acquired his love for
cinema, photography and cinematography at a very young age.
This led him to fall in love with the art of storytelling. While
serving in the United States Navy, Juan was able to experience
different peoples and cultures from around the world which
helped him broadened his already expanding horizons. His love
of photography and film making exploded while he was in the
Navy. Upon completing his military duties he decided to pursue
his love of music and photography by enrolling at the city
colleges of San Francisco.



Juan worked as lead cameraman and producer for Concept
Communications, based in Oakland California. They specialized
in corporate and educational production projects. During his
employment with Concept Communications his skill set
included filming music videos, various TV productions and
interviews with such Superstar artists as Santana, Buddy Miles
Bo Diddley, Herbie Hancock , Roy Rodgers, John Lee Hooker,
Eartha Kitt, The Temptations and The Staple Singers to name a
few. He even shot from helicopters during the filming of the
Oakland Christmas parade.
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FORGED TOGETHER follows a group of young adult couples that want to get
married but they currently don't have the finances for their prefect wedding. The
couples are placed in Sedona, Arizona at a beautiful hacienda and all are asked to
participate in various competitive challenges over several days. They are
confronted with physical challenges, issues of love, spirituality, and trust, as they
complete against each other to win the ultimate prize to have a all expense paid
trip to Costa Rica for the wedding of their dreams
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PILOT EPISODE
OPENING SEQUENCE 1- Departure /Meet and Greet
The series opens with six couples in an airport making small talk and sizing each
other up before they board the Learjet that will be taking them to Sedona,
Arizona. Once airborne they will try to find out as much information about each
other as possible.
Visuals of breathtaking beauty of the natural landscape, especially as the plane
gets closer to Sedona with all the majestic mountain views. The plane lands in
Sedona Airport where our couples are filmed arriving, along with six limousines
picks everyone up. Once they’ve settled into the limousines, we continue to
follow their every move.
SEQUENCE 2 – Arrival Sedona AZ
We see Ms. Vivienne's and Soaring Eagles (on-camera Sedona hosts) as the
couples arrive in the limousines at an amazing Sedona hacienda. Couples will
stay at the hacienda overlooking the mountains. That evening each couple will
be asked what they think of the view of the Gray Back Mountains, as they sit
around six fire pits, one for each of the couple. Capturing the burning pits with
the mountain in the background and the stars twinkling overhead. Couples share
what they are feeling physically and spiritual standpoint, the couples in a very
romantic light as they retire for the evening.
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MARKET ANALYSIS
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FORGED TOGETHER

Market Analysis

Market Environment
Realizing the potential of the market, Eagle Bear Productions has positioned itself to
produce a new exciting series which serves and increasing the growing demand of
Reality shows. There are more than 92 million U.S. homes (98% of all homes) with
television sets, about 65% of which have more than one set and that more than 60%
are linked with cable systems. The combined advertising revenues of broadcast and
cable television exceeded $40 billion dollars in 2010. Conservative estimates suggest
advertising revenues in the broadcast and cable television industry exceeding $50
billion in 2020.
The average American home watches TV seven hours a day, according to Neilsen
Media Research statistics for the 2015-2016 season. Add to this growing market the
promise of new technologies and the demand for quality programming becomes
practically unlimited.
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FORGED TOGETHER

Target Audience

The Target Audience 35-54 and 18-25 age groups are ”Forged Together" target
audience. The main groups that the series will appeal to are both the younger
adult audiences as well as people of middle age.
The main interest in the film is expected to come from the (Gen X and Millennial and
Baby Boomers;) the largest segment of the population. They are educated, but
seeking a relaxing change.
The second audience is the young adult range (18-34). who will be drawn to
the film for the love story and intense action. They will identify with the
main characters' trials and tribulations as he is drawn into a world he neither
understands nor wants to belong to.
The television and home entertainment industry has a proven track record of
phenomenal growth. Market demand is growing each and every day. People are
hungry for entertainment and they are more than willing to pay for it. The explosive
arrival of On demand programming merely set the stage for the quantum leap in
programming consumption that we will soon experience as the new technologies
make our televisions an ever more important part of our daily lives.
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FORGED TOGETHER

U.S. TV Homes
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FORGED TOGETHER

Ethnic Breakdown
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FORGED TOGETHER

Budget Details

Original Television Reality Series: “FORGED TOGETHER”
Projected Pilot Production Budget: $150 Thousand
Overview: Total estimated pilot production budget for phase 1 of
production—Original Television Reality Series
Assumptions: Based on development/pre-production and production
of pilot will take approximately (13) weeks to complete
Pilot: Pilot will be used to engage distributors, studios, agents
celebrity talent, film commissions, product placement and advertisers.
Development activities are being made by Eagle Bear Productions in
the area of packaging, creative services and pre-production
development
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FORGED TOGETHER

Development

Budget Allocation for Pilot



Planning and idea
generation - Provided
guidance by experts; Trainers, Psychologist, Metaphysics Teacher,
Medical Doctor etc…
Pilot episode and preparation
Provided Location required
Resources
Producer and Production Team Bios
Product placement
Corporate partnership
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FORGED TOGETHER

Pilot Budget

Program: FORGED TOGETHER
Format: HD/4K
Producers: Juan Rodriguez & Walter Koehler
Locations: Sedona Arizona

Budget date: 02/26/2018

ACCT
1000
2000
3000
4000
5000
6000
7000
8000
9000
10000

DESCRIPTION
Project Development
Producing Staff
Rights, Music & Talent
Crew & Personnel
Production Expenses
Travel
Post-Production
Insurance
Office & Administration
Publicity, Promotion, Website
SUB TOTAL
CONTINGENCY 10.0%
FISCAL TAXES 5.0%
GRAND TOTAL

Research:
Prep:
Shoot:
Wrap: Edit:
Total Post:
TOTAL:

6 weeks
1 weeks
2 weeks
4 weeks
13 weeks
AMOUNT

10,357
20,000
1,000
5,000
30,586
6,636
15,445
800
1,200
10,735
101,759
1,070
539
103,368
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Pilot Production Time-Table

Research / Soft Pre-Production / Pre-Production / Production
January – May ∗ Scheduling and confirming interviews with talent
∗ Preparing and scheduling travels
∗ Choosing and scheduling locations
∗ Define shoot crew
∗ Reserve equipment for shoot
∗ Finalize shooting schedule
∗ Support research to finalize script
∗ Licensing of selected archive footage and other material
June – July Production Phase
∗ Prinipcal photography in Sedona AZ
∗ Wrap-Post Production
August - September 2019
∗ Edit new shot footage and actors
∗ Finalize narrative from pre-production and production
∗ Apply graphic/digital effects and optical
∗ Finalize soundtrack and music rights issues
27

FINANICAL &
INVESTMENTS
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FORGED TOGETHER
Phase 1

Finance

Eagle Bear Productions is producing “Forged Together” television series and plans a presell to major distributors. However, in order to protect the confidentiality of this plan, the
list of distributors is not included in this plan.
To accomplish our goals, we have developed a comprehensive plan to intensify and
accelerate the creative development and production of the series pilot to complete by
June 2019. To begin the first phase of development, production, and delivery of our presold series to distributors, Eagle Bear Productions requires immediate funding in the
amount in the range of $100 - $150 thousand USD to produce the pilot.
With realistic projections based on average industry performance, sales income would be
generated within the first three to six months from capitalization of the company. The
estimated average total return on investment for a typical program would range from a
low of four-to-one to a high of twelve-to-one. Equity investors and partners will also
benefit from the value being compounded in the ”pilot funding" and the long term
income from a highly successful or "hit" series. Return of the original capital investment
should take a maximum of twelve (12) months to twenty-four (24) months from the date
of release of series on an average case.
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FORGED TOGETHER

Investment Model

The Equity Investor(s) ensures total production costs and packaging range of
$100 - $150 thousand USD budget which coverage all basic funding to be
made available to Eagle Bear Productions for the successful production and
delivery of the Pilot episode #1; Pilot Episode #1 Forged Together (see pilot
teaser-outline pg. 18).
In exchange for the above financial provision, the Equity Investor(s) will receive
a return of their full principal investment plus 15% and executive producer
credits in the pilot episode until the series in picked-up.
The producers will use their best efforts in securing a reputable distribution
company and or studio that will be best suited for the marketing and sales of
the documentary in the best interest of the partnership. Producers will develop
a distribution plan and strategy with a focus on key areas of distribution
domestically and international territories including: Broadcast TV, VoD/PPV/
Cable/Satellite
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ROI MODEL

FORGED TOGETHER
Offering

Pilot
Episode/Packaging
Budget

Return

Distribution Equity

$150 Thousand

15%

First Position Domestic /
Second Position Foreign

Low

Mid

High

Prospective Investor

Net Sales Forecast (pre
episode)

Broadcast
Television/Streaming/VoD
International Sales

$

120,750

$

190,500

$

201,250

$
$

1,920,000
1,378,000

$
$

3,040,000
2,100,000

$
$

3,216,000
3,000,000

Total Income - All Channels

$

3,418,750

$

5,330,500

$

6,417,250

Integrated Product Placement

“Forged Together”
Net Profit / (Loss) -40%

Projected Investor ROI
Investor 1st Recoupment
($150,000 x15%)

Balance

Investor Share of the Balance
15%
TOTAL INVESTOR ROI

$

1,367,500

$

2,132,220

$

2,566,900

$

22,500

$

22,500

$

22,500

$

2,051,250

$

3,198,280

$

3,850,350

$

307,687

$

479,742

$

577,552

$

480,187

$

652,242

$

750,052

Revenue based on cost of a 30 sec./60 sec. commercial spot ranging from
$120K - $190K - $201K Broadcast Television
•
Advance projections based solely on from Domestic & Foreign sales:
•
Standard distribution, agency, marketing and administrative fees - 40%
•
Advertising revenues projected for per-episode only
Investor ROI includes:
•
Return of Principal Investment plus 15%
•
In addition Investor receives a 15% “Equity Share” of show profits in perpetuity (Total
Investor ROI)

!
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PRODUCT PLACEMENT
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PRODUCT PLACEMENT &
PROMOTIONAL OPPORTUNITIES
As producers of the “Forged Together” we have identified
various products, services and corporate partnerships in
Sedona, Arizona and Costa Rica which will have high interest
in product placement and co promotional opportunities that
fill the life-style of upwardly mobile (Gen X and Millennial
audience) our target audience.
This outline does not imply or constitute intent of those
companies identified to provide product or engage in cross
promotion campaigns.
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FORGED TOGETHER

Product Placement

Rationale & Approach



Ultimately, the producers of Forged Together will use Product Placement
as an extra added-income stream to promote the product or brand by
writing them into the pilot of the show. By total-integration into various
locations and life-style elements of the show highlights products and
brands will receive maximum exposure.
We plan to embed the brand and or product placement throughout the
show, for example, promoting tourism in Arizona, the Ritz-Carlton hotel as
resorts, American Airlines, Fine Jewelry, etc…Other examples of product
placement; Ford and Extreme Makeover, Tom Hanks and FedEx and
Wilson, Oprah giving away Buicks, and the Quik-E-Mart, Forrest Gump
and the Bubba Gum Shrimp Co. restaurants, Jack Daniels and Mad Men,
and LG phones in The Office, just to name a few.
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FORGED TOGETHER
Shooting(Locations(

Sedona(Az(
Costa(Rica(
(

Clothing(/Props/Locations(
(
Men/Women(Apparel(
Eyewear(
Cell(Phone((iPad)(
Liquor((
Cadillac((Limousine)((
Jewelry((
NonDalcoholic((Drinks(
Electronic(Games(
JeepDSUV(
Baseball(Caps(
Cell(Phone((Samsung)((
GoPro(
Western(Union(
Gatorade(
Motorola(Phones(Billboards(
Fed(Ex(
AT&T(
Whole(Foods(
Cadillac((Limo)(
Lincoln((Limo)(
Luggage(
Airlines(
Various(Company(Billboards(
Starbucks((
(
(

Product Placement
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Contact Info

Juan Rodríguez

Eagle Bear Productions
Chicago, Il
773.454.1732
juan@eaglebearproductions.com



Walter Koehler

Eagle Bear Productions
Sedona, AZ
321.961.4335
walter@eaglebearproductions.com

Project Website:

www.forgedtogether.com
Formal investment guidelines and forms are available upon request:

Rashid Bahati

Plan B Agency
6803 Wilshire Blvd. Suite #227
Beverly Hills, CA 90211
rashid@planbagency.net
323.781.8838 c
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